
"Equations"

[Verse 1]
Linear Equations won't ever let you go
They can take you places you ain't never been before
Baby, take a chance or you’ll never ever know
You can use Point-Slope Form. Take two points, you can show
A - Trend - Line in view
On a scatter plot, it's so easy to do
Start with x and y 1 then with x and y 2
So say hello to falsetto in three, two, swag

[Pre-Chorus]
I’d like to graph anything you want
Hey girl, let me talk to you

[Chorus]
Linear equations, make a line you know
Some show you an intercept, some show you a slope
Use them to graph anything, anything you want
Linear equations, I’d graph you fo sho, I’d graph you fo sho

[Verse 2]
Standard form shows you how intercepts will go
Cover up the x and now the y is gonna show
Cover up the y and find the other one you know
Graph em both, draw a line, you're graphin like a pro
Yeah
Slope Intercept is what you'll see now and then
You'll find the y all by itself to begin
Next comes slope, that's the m next to x and
the b is an intercept you'll find at the end
Yo. Swaggie

[Pre-Chorus]
I’d like to graph anything you want
Hey girl, let me talk to you

[Chorus]
Linear equations, make a line you know
Some show you an intercept, some show you a slope
Use them to graph anything, anything you want
Linear equations, I’d graph you fo sho, I’d graph you fo sho

[Bridge]
So give them a chance, grab yourself a pencil
Make a graph, draw a line, and find a linear equation



Now you know you can, you need to use your forms
And it will all turn out right

[Chorus]
Linear equations, make a line you know
Some show you an intercept, some show you a slope
Use them to graph anything, anything you want
Linear equations, I’d graph you fo sho, I’d graph you fo sho

Na na na, na na na, na na na
Yeah girl
Na na na, na na na, na na na ey
Linear equations
Na na na, na na na, na na na ey
Na na na, na na na, na na na ey
Linear equations


